


OUR STORY !

Designery (Design + Hatchery) latches on the need to bring innovative interior design ideas to its customers who are in the growing 

real estate industry in the Philippines. We are a design hub that targets designers, architects, and contractors who need to cultivate 

more modern and upscale themes for their own clients. 

We look forward to collaborating with clients who want to give their homes and office spaces a more personal touch. This includes 

the business owners, and young professionals who want to implement their own designs with a touch of modernity.

Bespoke designs need not be costly; as we offer innovative home designs through our all-in-one center, we ensure that our clients, 

in return, will be able to innovate and reimagine their space.



THE PERFECT FORMULA!

Our team is composed of young and skilled designers in the 
field of advertising and interior design. Together, we form the 
perfect formula of space innovators to deliver the needs and 

solutions for every project. This is in a fresh, sophisticated 
and forward-thinking approach resulting into timeless 

designs and unique stories for each space.

Designery, backed up by its production powerhouse, 
Brushstrokes Creatives, brings each concept to reality. 


Our eco-friendly printing solutions, CNC and laser cutters 
with our dedicated, and highly trained production team 

makes sure to deliver world-class, quality work.

DESIGN + HATCHERY!



INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES !
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THE MOODBOARDS!



RESIDENTIAL!

A mix of different materials to bring out variety of textures. Minimalist, uncluttered and refined look.



Neutral and cool tones and patterns  inspired by nature was the theme used for this resort as it was near nature as well.  

RESORT!



A combination of cool and vibrant scheme for a playful retail school.

INSTITUTIONAL!



PROJECTS!



RESIDENTIAL!
GUEST ROOM !



RESIDENTIAL!
BOYS ROOM !



RESIDENTIAL!
BOAT HOUSE !



RESIDENTIAL!
TREE HOUSE!



PRIMER WORKPLAYS !

WORK PLACE !



WORK PLACE !
PRIMER WORKPLAYS !



WORK PLACE !
DESIGNERY SATELLITE OFFICE!



THE PARK BEDROOMS!

RESORT!



RETAIL !
ROAV POP-UP STORE (BGC) !



RETAIL !
TRAVELING DERMA POP-UP BOOTH !



RETAIL !
SKINCARE & MAKEUP BRAND POP-UP BOOTH!



A proposal for a retail brand with a 

soothing ambiance. A weave carpet for 

flooring with customized shelves for 

storage and modular writeable tables 

with different shaped ottomans.

RETAIL !
RETAIL STORE KID’S PLAY AREA!



CASE STUDIES!



INSTITUTIONAL!

1. The space is an old building with dull colors.


2. The announcements, schedule, and other info / promotion are not organized and in just one bulletin board.


3. Typical classroom type, not conducive to learning.

CASE STUDY: PROBLEMS!

APEX!



1. To give life to the building, Designery added to the space  by using a combination of cool and vibrant color scheme. 


2. There are message boards made of writeable material along the hallway for more interactive and clear communication.


3. Transformed the space for better hands on workshop / training with more flexibility for writeable boards and displays. 

INSTITUTIONAL!

CASE STUDY: SOLUTIONS!

APEX!



HOTEL RESORT !

CASE STUDY: PROBLEMS!

THE PARK !

1. Accents and furniture are old.


2. People would not notice that the area is the reception.


3. The color scheme is dull and needs to have a more welcoming ambiance.


4. The PWD ramp going up the reception does not blend seamlessly towards the rest of the area, and only has stairs.



HOTEL RESORT !

CASE STUDY: SOLUTIONS!

THE PARK !

1. Replaced the table with a better reception counter and added more modern stylish accents.


2. Added a wall partition for the signage and to hide the back door.


3. Better overall ambiance with lighting, plants, and other accessories.



EVENT STYLING !
CLUB ANANDA BOOTH DESIGN PROPOSAL !



EVENT STYLING !
CLUB ANANDA BOOTH EXECUTION!



OTHER PRODUCTS!



OTHER PRODUCTS!
WALL SOLUTIONS (WALLPAPER, STICKER MURALS & CUT-OUTS)!

In partnership with our hatchery arm, we also create custom wallpaper & sticker murals for clients that want a more personal touch. Some 
of our wallpapers are linen, smooth, and stucco. For sticker murals we offer vinyl stickers, vinyl on sintra, and concrete stickers. For the 
stickers they can be printed with die-cut as well.  



OTHER PRODUCTS!
DECORATIVE PANELS!

Our deco panels can be designed to use different materials like aluminum composite panels (ACP), wood, or acrylic. They can also be 
layered with an acrylic diffuser to have lights at the back.



OTHER PRODUCTS!
GLASS STICKERS (VINYL, FROSTED, CLEAR STICKER)!

Our glass stickers can be made of vinyl for opaque designs, frosted for semi-opaque designs, and clear stickers for transparent designs.



COLLABORATIONS!

Philippine School of Interior Design Juxtapose Exhibit
Signage, white deco panels, Gelato signage & stickers, Sponsors’ booth tie-up with Schema & Tierra 



COLLABORATIONS!

Polytechnic University of the Philippines Idestinasyon Exhibit
Signages, stickers, deco panels



COLLABORATIONS!

University of the Philippines Hilom

Custom wallpaper prints



COLLABORATIONS!

Manila Fame 2019
Booth



AFFILIATES !



LET’S COLLABORATE!!


